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Pre-Tournament Interview:   JASON DAY        
January 24, 2017 
 

 

DOUG MILNE:  We'll go ahead and get started.  I would like to welcome World No. 1, Jason 

Day, 2015 Farmers Insurance Open champion.   

 

Jason, thanks for joining us for a few minutes.  Making your second start of the 2016-17 

PGA Tour season.  With that, I'll just turn it over to you for some comments on being back 

here at Torrey Pines this week.  

 

JASON DAY:  Yeah, obviously this tournament is pretty special to me.  Obviously to win the 

world Junior Championships back in 2004 and then come here and win as a professional 

was great. 

 

It's a tough course, which I typically like to play on tougher golf courses.  Obviously you have 

to overall play from tee to green, ball striking, also with chipping and putting, but I wasn't out 

here yesterday.  I came and registered really quickly.  I haven't really seen the course until I 

actually drove up to the media tent, and he just alluded to the rough was up just due to the 

healthy rain that we've had.   

 

It can go two ways with that.  Obviously the fairways are softer so they'll be easier to hit 

because they won't run out as much, but once you're in the rough it's going to be a very 

difficult task to try to get at the green.  You're going to need your whole game this week to 

play well. 

 

Q.  Just had Tom in here talking about the North course.  Have you had a chance to 

play the North course and kind of your expectations of the new North course? 

 

JASON DAY:  Yeah, no, I actually haven't.  Tom, he designed a golf course up in Ohio, 

Double Eagle, and I'm a member out there.  He said you'll see a little bit of similarities 

between that and here.  They'll say the grass is different, new bunkering, a lot of trees are 

out.  I have not seen the golf course yet, that's why I changed my pro-am from the South 

course to the North course so I could actually get a decent round in obviously before the 

start of play. 

 

Just watching a little bit on Morning Drive this morning just with the changes and what Tom 

said, I came in here a little bit early just so kind of I guess listen to what he had to say, but 

it's kind of new to me.  I'll let you know after I play it either Thursday or Friday. 

 

Q.  Jason, along those lines, what was your perception of the North course 

previously? 

 

JASON DAY:  I mean, you can't compare the South course and the North course.  They're 

two total different beasts.  And the South course is such a brutal U.S. Open style golf 
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course.  And the North course at that time, obviously everything was kind of, you know, if 

you came here, you wanted to play the South course because that's were the tournaments 

have been held.  I think a lot of time was spent making it as tough and hard as possibly 

could, but I think it was kind of time that someone came in and redesigned and really kind of 

revamped the way the course looked from the tee to the green because it was -- you know, 

they're all golf courses, but it just definitely needed a bit of a change.  There was some 

greens out there that obviously needed some attention, and without seeing it, hopefully 

they've covered it and we'll see how it goes. 

 

Q.  Now you've got one tournament under your belt.  Can you give us an update on 

the back injury?  Is it something that you got fixed or recovered from, or is it a 

lingering injury that you're still undergoing treatment? 

 

JASON DAY:  I'm probably going to get this question every time I go into the media center.  

It's something that you've just got to deal with, unfortunately.  A lot of guys, I'm just more 

open to talk about it than most guys.  Some guys kind of definitely hold in their injuries and 

don't want people to know about them.  I'm happy to talk about it.  I haven't had any pain on 

the golf course.   

 

Played Hyundai Tournament of Champions, it was great, no problems there.  And touch 

wood, I'm hoping for a good healthy year.  I'm trying to do everything I can to stay healthy.  

I'm not wanting to have a sore back and miss golf tournaments because of it.  The cold 

weather doesn't really do my back -- it doesn't suit it well.  Obviously I like hotter, warmer 

conditions because obviously you stay loose and stuff like that.   

 

But yeah, I think, you know, I've been trying to stay on top of my core because that's the 

biggest thing.  I had 3D testing on my golf swing to see the changes because I had a 

baseline.  I've been doing 3D testing on my swing for 10 years now with the same guy, so it 

tells you there's some things that have crept into my golf swing over the last two years that I 

touched on it earlier this year at the Hyundai, but in a sense have given me success, like the 

swing has got longer.  When the swing gets longer, you've got more turn, and when you turn 

more, the ball's going to go far. 

 

But unfortunately, when you do that, you create more torque on the back.  I'm trying to 

shorten the swing now, trying to make it more compact.  With that said, you may lose a little 

bit of distance as well.  So there's some pros and cons between trying to keep the swing 

where it is or trying to make change so that you extend the longevity of your career. 

 

Q.  I was going to ask is it worth it to deal with the back problems you've had if you 

can continue the success, if that makes sense? 

 

JASON DAY:  I was talking to Tiger about this the other day.  I said I want to win as much 

and I want to be successful and all that stuff, but at 40 I don't want to be walking around with 

a cane.  You know what I mean?  It's great, but there's nothing like having your health and 

being able to wake up in the morning, just jump up and not even have a care in the world 
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that your body's injured. 

 

So there has to be a little bit of give and take, there has to be a balance between that.  

Obviously I know that hitting it longer is good and you come into a lot of the golf holes with 

shorter clubs obviously.  But once again, if I keep going the way I'm going, I don't even know 

if I'll make it to 40.  So I've just got to keep everything going. 

 

Q.  Jason, back to this course comparison, do you remember how you did, how many 

strokes you did better on the North in the past years than you did in the South, or do 

you care? 

 

JASON DAY:  I know that the North course yields a lot more birdies.  It's going to be 

interesting to see how it is with the new changes, obviously bunkering on the fairways, 

around the greens to make it tougher.  New greens are going to be a lot more difficult, 

hopefully.  You typically go okay, I'm going to go try to shoot as low as I can on the North 

side and try to survive on the South side.  That's kind of the mentality because of how tough 

the South side is.  I don't know what the difference is but I'm sure it's a pretty drastic 

difference in scoring.  

 

Q.  How much does the missed cut last year and the virus motivate you to come back 

and do well this week? 

 

JASON DAY:  It's obviously disappointing to be able to go out that way.  I didn't want to 

play, especially the way I did, and obviously you don't want to be sick and it's tough.  That 

week my whole family was sick and it's kind of easy to contract a virus like that.   

 

But every week this year I'm motivated, just like I was at Hyundai, to try and win that 

tournament.  I'm motivated this week to win the tournament.  I did a lot of good prep coming 

into this week.  It's pretty much eight straight days of hard work and gym and making sure 

I'm ready for this week.  I feel mentally and physically ready to go, so just two more days of 

work and get into the tournament.  Just got to try and execute the best that I can. 

 

Q.  After the last two weeks in the desert, do you feel like you're a better golfer right 

now as opposed to, say, at Kapalua?  

 

JASON DAY:  Yeah.  I came off three months without touching a club practically and at 

least I got some good solid practice in and I feel like the touch is coming back.  Worked out 

some of the kinks in the putting.  Overall, you know, trying to get into the process.   

 

The hardest thing about taking a chunk of time off is that in a sense you just forget how to 

mentally process how to hit a golf ball.  You know, it's like every time I stood up on the -- on 

a putting green, I would try and hole a putt.  That's just the way I am in a tournament.  And 

then at Kapalua I was focusing more on my technique than holing the putt and you just can't 

hole putts that way and that's why I had a terrible putting week.  So it's just trying to retrain 

the brain to think, you know, the way that you should be thinking, the process-wise going 
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into the ball and executing. 

 

Q.  You mentioned your mate, Tiger.  He's obviously back in a full field this week and 

you'll see him firsthand.  Can you give us an insight as to what he's sort of been 

saying in the lead-up and your feelings about him being back in the event?  

 

JASON DAY:  I think he's excited, obviously.  Who wouldn't be excited to play after 17 

months off?  That's a long time.  I know that he's very motivated to come out and play well.  

Obviously he plays well here.  I think he's won eight tournaments here as a professional, 

once as a World Junior.  So we've been talking back and forth, a little bit of chirping here 

and there, but both of us are motivated.  We've both taken some time off.  He's taken some 

longer time off, I've taken three months off, but we're both motivated to come out and try and 

win.  It'd be great to play with him on Sunday.  Not early, late.  It would be nice. 

 

Q.  Jason, you're one of the best putters on tour and this is just for Thursday and 

Friday, but with this new renovation of the North course, bentgrass on those greens --  

 

JASON DAY:  Perfect. 

 

Q.  Mostly poa on the other.  Is it difficult to prepare -- 

 

JASON DAY:  Yeah. 

 

Q.  -- or is it, for your level of a putter, not a big deal? 

 

JASON DAY:  No, it's fine You've just got to somehow adapt.  I mean, at the end of the day 

you've got to beat everyone and shoot the lowest score.  It's going to be interesting to go 

from I think it's 007?  I'm not sure what it is, A1A or --  

 

Q.  007. 

 

JASON DAY:  007.  I typically like putting on bent greens.  I've had success here on poa 

annua as well, but I think the guys will work it out pretty quick. 

 

Now, granted, I check my putter each week to see what the lies and lofts are.  And with my 

putter, the lie and loft changes from week to week just due to the fact that the greens are 

different.  There has to be a balance between putting on a bent and putting on a poa annua 

because obviously as the day goes on, poa annua grows and it starts to become a lot more 

bouncy and can really, especially with the soft conditions, there's going to be a lot of spike 

marks there, soft spike marks as well.   

 

It's kind of a different -- not a different technique, I would say, but just you've got to be a lot 

more committed on poa annua greens and more so on bent because they're going to -- I'm 

going to say they're going to run pretty flush this week on the North side, maybe a little firm 

just due to the fact that they're newer greens but yeah, you've got to be committed on the 
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South side.  

 

Q.  You took the temperature of your game in Maui.  Those two weeks in the desert, 

were there certain things that you worked on more?  Can you elaborate? 

 

JASON DAY:  I hit the gym pretty much every day.  I putted for a couple hours each day.  

Short game, working, getting back on top of my focus, the mental side of things just to try 

and get that process right.  It was kind of a whole balance. 

 

I felt like I drove it and hit pretty good iron shots at Hyundai, I just didn't capitalize on the 

opportunities I had.  So really just trying to just slowly improve the driving and the iron work, 

but really upped the workload on the putting and chipping. 

 

Q.  A couple things.  You change your loft and lie how often on the putter? 

 

JASON DAY:  Every week, yeah. 

 

Q.  Is that unusual? 

 

JASON DAY:  No, the actual -- the hosel that the Spider, the Itsy Bitsy Spider has, the 

actual metal that they make it out of is very soft, so if you lean on it for a week or go to pick 

up a ball out of the hole -- 

 

Q.  Or throw it, yeah.  

 

JASON DAY:  Throw it, yeah.  Not me.  But you can bend it over time.  I just get it checked 

every single week just to make sure that everything's set.  Sometimes if it's faster greens 

you don't need as much or you need less or need more or whatever it is.  I discuss it with 

Sean from TaylorMade and Colin, my caddie, and we go in and change it.   

 

Obviously you've got to make sure that the ball is rolling correctly because if it doesn't roll 

correctly, you're going to have a lot of inconsistent distance, variance in distance from when 

you hit a putt because you could stand there and hit the exact same putt on the putting 

green and one could go three foot fast and one could go a foot short, and you just can't have 

that inconsistency.  You want to stand up there and not even think about it and hit a put and 

it being consistent all the sometime. 

 

Q.  More currently, as someone who's won a major and has risen to No. 1 in the world, 

do you feel like your career will not be complete until you shoot 59? 

 

JASON DAY:  No, it seems like it's normal now.  Like you're going out and shooting 2-under 

par on the back nine.  Just everyone's doing it.  I would much rather win the four majors than 

shoot a 59, you can put it that way. 

 

Q.  Jason, just quickly, do you think that 59 number still is magical, that there's 
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something special about that and the way people react? 

 

JASON DAY:  I think 58's pretty magical. 

 

Q.  That's why I'm asking.  A lot of people kind of roll their eyes now because of the 58 

mark that was set, but there's still something special.  

 

JASON DAY:  There is.  Yeah, let's face it, shooting whatever, 59 is great.  For me 

personally, I don't really care about it to be honest.  I mean, I just want to shoot as well as I 

can to win a tournament and that's all I pretty much care about.  Nothing to take away from 

the guys that shot 59 because that's an unbelievable score.  Watching Adam shoot 59 last 

week was special because I mean it's like throwing a perfect game.  Obviously there's a lot 

more perfect games than 59s but we're slowly catching them because the guys are doing it 

a lot more.  But yeah, it definitely is magical because how many guys have done it.  There's 

not many.  So to be able to be part of that history is good, but in my view, I would much 

rather win tournaments. 

 

Q.  Obviously you prefer coming to places where it's tougher? 

 

JASON DAY:  Yeah. 

 

Q.  Where it's not really possible to shoot 59.  Are you happy that that's where we're at 

this week, that the South is going to bring out a U.S. Open-style venue for your game? 

 

JASON DAY:  Yeah, as I said earlier, I like the tougher courses that don't yield as many 

birdies and you've got to mentally grind and try to survive.  I kind of feel my game is suited to 

those more tough golf courses even though I do like going as low as possible.  But with the 

weather conditions that we've had, I think it's going to start drying up here hopefully this 

afternoon and throughout the week.  I don't think the ball's going to be rolling too much.  I 

think it's going to play very, very long.  The rough is going to be thick and healthy.   

 

So once again, you've got to survive.  It is a U.S. Open-style golf course on the South and 

it's a very, very difficult task.  That excites me because I want to play golf courses like this. 

 

Q.  Just curious on the new strength of field regulation have you given any 

consideration to what you might add this year?  

 

JASON DAY:  Currently I'm looking at L.A., yeah.  So after Pebble, possible L.A., yeah. 

 

Q.  What's funny about that? 

 

JASON DAY:  On, just the rule is quite funny, but I'm not going to divulge into the rule. 

 

Q.  Can I divulge into it? 
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JASON DAY:  You can divulge as much as you want. 

 

Q.  Is there any part of you, and have you heard anyone else at your level ask yourself 

if it would be worth it to just pay the penalty as opposed? 

 

JASON DAY:  What is the penalty? 

 

Q.  Well, I was hoping you would know that.  

 

JASON DAY:  Well, the penalty is up in the air right now, but it is what it is.  It's a rule we 

have to follow.  It's the PGA TOUR.  They're the governing body for us and we have to 

understand that rules are put in place because of it, and we can't defy that unless you want 

to pay the penalty, whatever the penalty may be.  So I'm going to have to add one even 

though I don't want to. 

 

Q.  What's your history at L.A.? 

 

JASON DAY:  I think my best finish at L.A. is like 56th, so it should be a good one. 

 

Q.  Was that part of the phone call that you had with Tiger the other day, is there a 

little prodding there for L.A.? 

 

JASON DAY:  No, not at all.  No, we've been -- we talk and we never talk about 

tournaments as such as me wanting to go play his tournament or anything like that.  I just 

think we're out here on the west coast, it's early on the year, just get out of the way and try to 

focus on my -- the whole year. 

 

You know, granted, I don't think I'm going to go there and play -- well, I hope I don't play and 

finish 56th.  I've got a good sense of the golf course.  There hasn't been too many changes.  

I think my game has evolved and got better over the years, and if I do go play there, I think 

I'll play a lot better.  I've got a lot of good memories coming back from like THE PLAYERS or 

the Bay Hill tournament just due to the fact that I never played there well as well and I went 

and won.  So I've got that in my back pocket that I know I can win at places I haven't 

typically played well at.  Different grasses once again and one of those golf courses that the 

greats have obviously won at and I would like to add my name to it.  So if I do go there, I'm 

trying to win once again. 

 

Q.  And then what's Florida look like, the two WGCs and Bay Hill?  I'm not missing 

anything, am I? 

 

JASON DAY:  No, no, no.  What have we got?  I haven't even looked that far.  We've got 

Mexico. 

 

Q.  Mexico, Tampa, Bay Hill, Austin? 
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JASON DAY:  I don't know yet.  You're a sneaky bugger.  I haven't really looked that far.  

I'm obviously going to defend at Bay Hill and Match Play, but hoping I can pop one off early 

so I can take some time off. 

 

Q.  Is “bugger “is foul word in Australian? 

 

JASON DAY:  Bugger?  Benny can explain that one to you.   

 

DOUG MILNE:  Well, Jason if you could just touch on the schedule beyond that a little bit.  

Obviously we've got the new team event with Zurich and if you can just touch on your 

schedule a little bit coming up? 

 

JASON DAY:  Yeah, I'm looking forward, obviously we signed a new partnership with 

Zurich, so that's exciting for me to be able to team up with Rickie in that new format is going 

to be a pretty interesting one because obviously we don't have that kind of format on the 

Tour and it's exciting for us.  And Rickie's a good buddy of mine, so I'm interested to see 

how it goes.   

 

I've been a parter with Zurich for the last couple years now and to be able to have them on 

the bag is obviously special, and to have New Relic as well on the bag as a new sponsor is 

great.  At the bottom of my bag I have the Brighter Days Foundation logo, so both of those 

sponsors are big supporters of the Brighter Days Foundation so obviously tremendously 

excited to have them as part of our team. 

 

Q.  Is Tiger mad you didn't ask him to play? 

 

JASON DAY:  I didn't even know that was on the schedule for him.  I probably should.  I 

might back out and -- I'm just kidding.  I love you, Rickie. 

 

DOUG MILNE:  Jason, thanks for your time.  As always we appreciate it.  Best of luck this 

week. 

 

JASON DAY:  Cheers.  Thanks, mate.  
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